
Q1-2018 FULL MEASURE

Full Measure is a broadcast focusing on investigative, original and accountability 
reporting unique in today’s media.The host is Sharyl Attkisson. The show format will 
include a major investigative piece each week on topics ranging from immigration 
issues at home and abroad, government waste, national security concerns and 
vulnerabilities, whistleblower reports on government abuse and misdeeds. Full Measure 
is produced by and airs nationally on stations of the Sinclair Broadcast Group. The 
program also streams live on all Sinclair websites  on Sundays at 9:30 a.m. ET.
 

Jan7 S3E18 Infrastructure/ A 
look at the 
president’s plan 
to rebuild 
America

Palestine/Thum
an A look at the 
conflict. 

Forest Fires the 
cause, and why 
the gov’t isn’t 
part of the 
solution

Jan14 S3E19 SIGAR the IQ for 
Afghanistan on 
waste

IsraelTheWall/ 
reporting on the 
border wall with 
Gaza that works

Tax Havens 
offshore 
accounts and 
who has them

Jan21 S3E20 Trump Year Brit Social 
Arrests new 
policy to 
crackdown on 
terrorist sharing

Hakwam Korean 
schools of 
excellence, that 
take a toll

Jan28 S3E21 UKRAINE/ why it 
matters with 
Russia

JimJordan/the 
Congressman 
on security

Entitlements/Co
gan/ 
Entitlements and 
how they got out 
of hand

Feb4   S3E22 ISSA and exit 
interview with 
the 
Congressman

China Knockoffs 
tech thefts 
applied to 
weapons

Morici/Economy
The state of. 

Feb11 S3E23 Obamacare 
Alternatives

Russia 
Investigations: a 
roadmap

USPS drug folo: 
changes that 
may cut opioid 
imports

Feb18 S3E24 Nunes/DB Spying Eyes Washington’s 



Russian 
collusion, with 
the head of Intel 
cmte. 

tech from other 
countries being 
used against us

Press how the 
1st President 
dealt with the 
press

Feb25 S3E25 Robot Tax if we 
build them, 
should we tax 
them 

Molenbeek the 
terror 
neighborhood in 
Belgium

Singapore Pulse
American expats 
share thoughts

March4 S3E26 Anti Sanctuary 
Cities: cities 
trying to deal 
with both the 
issue and the 
law

Trump Euro 
Policy 

Christian Rock a 
growing voice

DOD Taliban 
territory 
expanding

March11 S3E27 Hollywood 
Hypocrisy: in the 
#metoo 
movement

Military Sex: 
how the 
Pentagon may 
be part of the 
solution

ISIS Philippines
New warnings 
from State Dept

March18 S3E28 Red Tape/ we’re 
tangled in it

Missile Misses 
with new threats 
do we have an 
adequate 
defense

The Internet of 
Things spooky 
things in our 
homes

March25 S3E29 Poland-NATO: 
the buildup 
against Russia

Holding 
Terrorists 
Accountable 
families sue 
after becoming 
terrorist victims

Civility in the 
Workplace tips 
and reasons


